LIST OF PLATES

Plate -1 : Surface fire – Jambad OCP
          : Subsurface fire – Khaerbad
Plate -2 : Fire in spoil dump – Parasia abandoned OCP
          : Smoke coming out of subsidence
Plate -3 : Cracked and burnt surface
          : Subsidence due to surface fire – Amritnagar OCP
Plate -4 : Subsidence due to illegal mining – Lalbandh
          : Subsidence at Parasia OCP
Plate -5 : Settlement and colliery – Khaerbad
          : Abandoned village due to subsurface coalfires – Parasia OCP
Plate -6 : Water table lowering due to subsidence – Nimcha village
          : Sand blanketing – prevent to surface
Plate -7 : Surface fires and cracks – Amritnagar OCP
          : Dousing of coalfires – Jambad OCP
Plate -8 : Subsidence to subsurface fires – Amritnagar village
          : Subsidence near to agricultural field due to surface fires – Amritnagar
Plate -9 : Nimcha fire project
          : Canal – prevent surface – Nimcha village
Plate -10: Aforestation near Jay Kay Nagar fire project
          : Subsidence – Jay Kay Nagar / Nimcha
Plate -11: Field data collection
          : Surface fires – Jambad OCP
Plate -12: Subsidence – Ratibati
          : Subsidence – Lalbandh
Plate -13: Samdi colliery
          : Parasia OCP
Plate -14: Bonjumari OCP
          : Dalurbandh OCP